
Pluralia tantum:
Their morpho-semantics and what they tell us about

plurality

Pluralia tantum are nouns with no distinct singular form. Unlike “normal” plurals, they
have an obligatorily inclusive semantics, and are often deviant with numerals (2). Therefore,
they seem to display a morphology-semantics mismatch, behaving unlike “real plurals”.

(1) I bought some tomatoes(≥ 2)/trousers(≥ 1) today.

(2) I bought three tomatoes/??trousers today.

We will argue that this mismatch is only apparent. Pluralia tantum behave exactly as
it says on the tin: they are normal plurals, which happen to lack a singular form as a
morphophonological “accident”.

We survey pluralia tantum across fifteen genetically diverse languages. Typically, plu-
ralia tantum display plural morphology, plural syntactic agreement, and an inclusive plural
semantics.

(3) Püksi-d
trouser-nom.pl

sa-i-d
get-pst-3pl

musta-ks.
black-trans

‘The trousers got dirty.’ (= one or more) Estonian

First, we consider some apparent cases of syntax-morphology mismatches. Corbett (2019)
proposes the existence of two further types of pluralia tantum, beyond the type in (3):

(i) nouns that are morphologically plural but trigger singular agreement (e.g. Tsez xexbi
‘child(-ren)’);

(ii) nouns that display neither singular nor plural inflection, but trigger plural agreement
(e.g. Russian galife ‘breeches’).

We show that both of these cases are only apparent. Cases of (i) are analysable as containing
a null singular noun à la Kayne (2005). Cases of (ii) are analysable as rare morphological
accidents.

Moving onto the apparent morphology-semantics mismatch, we propose that plurals are
always inclusive, and the exclusive reading arises due to a Gricean implicature when singular
forms pragmatically “compete” with plural forms in terms of informativeness (cf. Borer 2005,
Sauerland 2003, Zweig 2009). With pluralia tantum, a singular form does not exist. As a
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consequence, the exclusive reading never arises via implicature, as there is no pragmatic
“competition”. This allows us to explain the lack of an exclusive reading with pluralia
tantum.

A second semantic issue that we explore concerns the countability of pluralia tantum:
while some languages allow pluralia tantum to co-occur with numerals above one (4), others
do not (5). As it turns out, the (im)possibility of counting pluralia tantum correlates with
whether it is possible to single out a unit for counting by combining a plurale tantum noun
with the numeral/quantifier one :

(4) kolme-t/yhde-t
three-pl.nom/one-pl.nom

hää-t.
wedding-pl.nom

‘three/one wedding(s)’ (Finnish)

(5) I bought (??three/*one) trousers.

We show that we can give a semantic-pragmatic account of this data under our assumption
that pluralia tantum are ordinary inclusive plurals. We suggest that a countable noun phrase
denotes a lattice, out of which a numeral n picks out those elements that are made up of n
atoms. In turn, atomicity is defined pragmatically based on the set of elements denoted by
the expression one N. Thus, the grammaticality of one N when N is a plurale tantum will
determine the felicity of n(>1) N.

Our conclusion is twofold:

• Pluralia tantum are not a truly “special” linguistic phenomenon: they are ordinary
plural nouns, despite appearances.

• Pluralia tantum offer support for the idea that plurals are always truly inclusive (Borer
2005, Sauerland 2003, pace Harbour 2014).
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